
Unfortunately, the zoom with Dr. Erskine Clarke 2.6.22  was not recorded. In the absence 

of a recording, please see below notes provided by participants who attended his 

presentation. Dr. Clarke’s presentation focused on the practice of slavery in the colonies 

and the early years of the United States prior to the Civil War with particular attention to 

the involvement of Presbyterians in the colonies and then the early states after the 

Revolution.  

 

 

While slavery was widely practiced in the world prior to the 15th century, it took on a new shape 

with the invention of the idea of race and practice of racism that influenced the transatlantic slave 

trade to the Americas. The number of slaves transported to the American colonies (450,000) was 

small in comparison to the slave trade to Portuguese occupied territory that is now Brazil 

(5million), Spanish occupied territories in the Caribbean (1.5m), Haiti (1.5m), other Spanish 

occupied territories such as Latin America (1.5m).  

 

In contrast to slave holders in the above locations, slave holders in the American colonies were 

attentive to the economic benefit of allowing slaves to have children. By 1710 there were more 

African Americans than Africans in the British colonies that would become states.  

 

Charleston, SC was an important port of entry. However, it is important to remember that 

involvement in slave trading from the beginning included entrepreneurs in the northern colonies 

such as Rhode Island. They were involved in slave trading through Charleston as well as South 

America and the Caribbean. They also used ports in Liverpool, Bristol, and London as they also 

worked with the British in the slave trade. 

 

Slave trading paused during the revolution. After the revolution Charleston reopened its port to 

slave trading in 1804 and 70,000 more slaves were brought into the country before congress 

stopped the slave trade in 1808.  

 

Slave trading had a powerful influence in the emerging US economy in the north as well as the 

south.  

In the south it was initially focused on the production of rice in SC and GA and then cotton as 

settlement moved into regions such as Louisiana and TX especially after the invention of the 

cotton gin.  

 

Many Presbyterians involved in agriculture grew wealthy as slave owners in southern states. 

Their wealth then fueled the economy of northern businesses led by white men including many 

Presbyterians in northern states and the mid-Atlantic such as Pennsylvania in areas such as 

textiles, education, banking, and insurance.  

This slave-based wealth is also part of the endowments of esteemed educational institutions such 

as Princeton, Union Seminary in NYC, and Brown University.  

 

In addition to the primary role of accumulated wealth, white Presbyterians were among white 

citizens who also assured segregation that maintained legalized safeguards to restrict Black 

access to education and other rights as citizens. Their practice of slavery might be shaped by the 

pretense of kindness as they provided housing and clothing and food and kept families intact. 



 

Public hanging of those Black citizens who were accused of violating rules restricting Black 

persons included Denmark Vesey, (a Presbyterian) self-educated Black man, who planned what 

would have been a major slave revolt in Charleston set to occur July of 1822. He was hanged 

publicly in the city.  

 

Some Presbyterians also participated in the abolitionist movement such as Elijah Lovejoy, killed 

by a mob in IL who had called for the end of slavery and Theodore Weld, born in Hampton, Ct. 

Weld was another influential clergyman, editor, and organizer who was a leader in the early 

phase of the antislavery movement between 1830-1844. He co-wrote the 1839 work “American 

Slavery As It Is: Testimony of a Thousand Witnesses.” He was active in Washington as an 

advocate for abolition. He maintained a friendship with Sarah and Angelina Grimke daughters of 

a wealthy slaveholder in SC and advocates for abolition.  

 

A number of Free Blacks in cities such as Charleston were Presbyterian such as William Cato at 

Second Presbyterian Church who then went north to help with the underground railroad in 

Philadelphia.  

 

There are deep continuities between those pre-Civil War years and now: 

1. Limiting access to quality education for Black citizens 

2. Violence against Black citizens 

3. Paternalism via the ideology of innocence 

 

Importantly: How do we who identify as white, look closely enough to understand how the Black 

persons we know see the world?  

Also how do we acknowledge how racism long shaped Presbyterian mission in continents such 

as Africa and in areas such as Latin and South America and Pacific Islands. 

 

In discussion following the presentation we discussed important contemporary responses: 

1.seeking to enact reparations for complicity in the practice of slavery especially in light of the 

evidence that white individuals benefit from the economic gains that slavery brought to the 

foundation of the country and its economy now. 

 

One illustration of a Presbyterian institutional efforts to provide reparations lies in Columbia 

Seminary’s commitment to waive tuition for Black students. 

 

2.Individual white Americans can also determine strategies for giving from accumulated savings. 

 

3.Others noted the opportunity to practice resistance as citizens using every opportunity to 

challenge racism embedded in status quo practices in our local communities which if 

uncontested reproduce racism. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 


